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Martha Monstein, you head up
the Thurgau Cultural O�ce and
represent the supporting
partners of TaDA – Textile and
Design Alliance on the Board of
Trustees. How and why did this
project come into being and
what were the most important
steps in this respect?

The textile industry and its related history have
marked the society and landscape of eastern
Switzerland for centuries. Its textile history
re�ects the region’s impressive adaptability and
capacity for innovation, in economic, social and
political terms. In the media today and in
people’s everyday lives, awareness and
knowledge of this eventful history are
fragmentary. All too little attention is paid to
what should be a key component of the region’s
identity-building and self-awareness. 
The cultural o�ces for the cantons of Appenzell
Ausserrhoden, St.Gallen and Thurgau see real
potential in this past – also as a source of
inspiration – for both culture and the creative
industry. A workshop with broad participation of
actors from culture, the textile industry, history
and society provided an opportunity to explore
the cultural potential of the “Textile” theme.
Afterwards, we held a two-stage competition.
The aim was to identify ideas for a broad-based,
multi-year programme that would help inspire a
creative dialogue on the theme of “Textiles in
Eastern Switzerland”. After the project called
“TaDA – Textile and Design Alliance” from Heller
Enterprises was chosen, the company was
tasked with developing a feasibility study to test
the possible implementation of the basic idea



and concept and lay the foundations for
concrete project planning. But then we decided
to focus on a TaDA subproject independently,
namely the residency programme, which you
are now heading and implementing together
with partner �rms.
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Why did TaDA only come into
being now – and not 10 years
ago?

As we began in 2016 to explore the theme in
greater depth, this led to renewed interest in
the textile industry and its cultural heritage.
Various actors became involved with this multi-
layered subject. For example, there were artistic
productions on the topic in literature, theatre
and music, accompanied by intensive academic
analysis. The Textile Museum and the Saurer
Museum in Arbon as well as cultural tourist
attractions of “Textilland Ostschweiz” found and
continue to �nd an audience. In addition, the
very few embroiders are generating greater
interest and specialised �rms are giving higher
priority to young talent. What is more, the joint
exhibition “iigfädlet – Ostschweizer
Texttilgeschichten” of 2017 featuring eight
museums in the cantons of Appenzell
Ausserrhoden and St.Gallen attracted a large



audience, showing that people are still
interested in textiles. We felt the time was ripe,
so we seized the opportunity.

It is not common for three
cantons to jointly design and
implement a project. How did
this close cooperation come
about?

The three cantonal cultural o�ces already had
good cooperation experiences with the project
“kklick - Kulturvermittlung Ostschweiz”, which
was constructive, goal-oriented, uncomplicated
and passionate. We also enjoyed support on the
political level. Everyone recognised that
cooperation would enable us to vastly expand
our sphere of activity and leverage synergies.
The “Textile” theme concerns all three cantons,
and based on our positive experience with
previous cooperation, we decided to tackle this
theme jointly. With TaDA as well, we were able
to count once again on positive support, insofar
as the relevant bodies allocated the necessary
funding.

Who does TaDA primarily target?
Who is supposed to bene�t from
the Textile and Design Alliance?

The TaDA programme is aimed at creative
artists, people from the cultural industry, our
many partners from the textile industry and of
course the public at large and experts. During
the residencies, activities with great audience
appeal will be organised, and a public event
called “TaDA Spinnerei” is designed to reach
both specialists and the general public.

TaDA is a pilot programme due to
run until March 2023. What are
the sponsorship’s visions in this
respect: What is supposed to
happen in the meantime to
ensure the project’s success?

We don’t know exactly how far we can come in
this relatively short timeframe, but we shall do
our utmost to achieve part of our visions. That
would already be amazing!

Our visions are as follows:
– Cooperation between culture and textiles pays

o� for both sides. At best, TaDA will act as a
breeding ground for other exciting initiatives

– The partner network grows
– We succeed in providing positive stimuli for the

identity of eastern Switzerland
– Among the public, we create visibility and

awareness for the textile industry’s cultural
heritage and capacity for innovation;

– The TaDA programme with the “TaDA Spinnerei”
receives broad regional, national and
international exposure and reaches larger
circles.

You referred to the partner
network. TaDA works with

We are very fortunate that so many textile
companies have come on board as TaDA
partners. However, no funding goes to the
partner �rms. On the contrary, they agree to



partners from the eastern Swiss
textile industry. Is it really the task
of cultural promotion to support
these partners?

provide us with sta� resources and know-how
for the programme and residents. This really
bene�ts the creative artists; the close
relationship to industry is a special feature of
this programme and is surely responsible for
the high number of applications received.

Precisely! 176 applications were
submitted for the �rst
competition. Were you expecting
such a high number? You
represent the three cantons on
the Board of Trustees and sit on
the jury – how do you feel about
this �rst round?

We were all quite surprised, even overwhelmed
by the high number of applications from all over
the world. Here, Marianne, I would like to praise
your e�orts, because your e�cient networking
was the reason why the competition received
good media coverage both here and
worldwide.

The fact that the jury was composed of both
textile specialists and creative artists allowed a
di�erentiated approach to the applications. This
in turn led to stimulating, interesting discussions
on the projects submitted.

What characterises the six
residents who will be working
out of Arbon in 2020? Are you
satis�ed with the choice?

They are creative professionals from very
di�erent backgrounds, which means that their
textile projects are also extremely diverse. They
are innovative, process-oriented and seek
interesting connections with textiles. They are
aged between 25 to 52 and their biographical
backgrounds are just as wide-ranging, with
several residents having grown up in
Switzerland.  
I am very satis�ed with the selection and feel
that the intercultural residential community in
Arbon, where two sets of three residents will
live together for three months, will result in
productive engagement. We are eager to see
how it will work.



Stéphanie Baechler, Scroll, 2018

And what would be your most
daring wish for TaDA?

I hope that the pilot phase will bring surprises
like the number of applications for the �rst
round, and that the successful implementation
of our visions will lead to the logical
continuation of the TaDA programme after 2023.

Many thanks for the interview!

Marianne Burki


